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CPP MYP Unit Planner 
Access the unit planner at: 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan. 

To create a new unit, 

click the “+” sign in 

the title bar of the unit 

planner home page. 

Notes: 
 

The planner is secure—you need to use your CPP login (the same you use to get on the 

computer) to enter the site 

 

 
As soon as the “+” sign is clicked, a new unit is generated.  If you click multiple times, 

you will create multiple units! 

 

To access a unit that has 

already been created, 

click on the name on the 

unit on the homepage list. 

1—Create a New Unit on the Planner 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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Notes: The MYP Unit Planner is broken into sections. 

Under each bolded heading, click on the blue text that reads “(please se-

lect)” to access the options 

Some of the boxes will open menus of pre-created text that you can select.  

Others will contain text entry boxes in which you will write original text. 

Any time you click into a box, enter your choices, and click the “Save” but-

ton, those changes will automatically save.   

In each of the category 

boxes, click the blue text 

that reads “(please select) 

to access your options. 

Notes: 
 

The planner is secure—you need to use your CPP login (the same you use to get on the 

computer) to enter the site 

 

 
As soon as the “+” sign is clicked, a new unit is generated.  If you click multiple times, 

you will create multiple units! 

 

Many of the boxes will contain 

a menu of choices that you 

can select.  Those choices will 

be in the left-hand box.  Click 

the selection you want, and 

your choice will appear in the 

box on the right. 

2—Adding to the Planner 

 You can review your choices in the right-

hand box (in some places, such as Stand-

ards box, you may be choosing several 

options from a long list. 

In some places, a specific number of choic-

es is required.  If you go over the limit, the 

right-hand box will turn pink. 

Click on choices in the right hand box to 

remove them. 

Click the “Save” button at the bottom left of the box to 

save changes, “Cancel” to exit without saving. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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Groups : “Language A” and “Humanities” 

are SO 2013!   Time for a change! 

Language A = Language and Literature 

Language B = Language Acquisition 

Humanities = Individuals and Societies 

Technology/Business/FCS—Use Design 

objectives  

Group defines the content 

area to which the unit be-

longs. 

3—Defining a Unit 

 The Unit Number defines the 

chronological order in which units 

will be taught within a course. 

In the Unit Course area, select the 

content area, then the specific course 

(this database is linked to SchoolTool, 

so all courses will appear here as they 

do on our schedules. 

In this section, you will define the 

parameters of your unit (content 

area, course, unit title, grade, and 

time frames for instruction. 

 The Start/End dates box is a text-entry box 

there it can be indicates on what dates on 

the unit should begin and finish.  

 The Unit Title entry box is where teachers 

will title the unit.  The title will appear on the 

list of units on the Home Page. 

Year defines the grade level to 

which the unit will be taught 

Hours indicates the length of 

time the unit will encompass.  

Time frames are indicated in 

hours and  days/weeks. 

Completed Intro Section: 

To change any of these selections, 

just click on the highlighted text and 

adjust the selections. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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References: 

More information about Key Con-

cepts, Related Concepts and 

Global Contexts—what they are 

and how to use them—can be 

found at ???????????  

 Choose one Global Context.. 

The contexts are organized by 

categories—pick a category from 

the drop-down first, then select a 

particular idea within that catego-

ry that will help provide context 

and relevance for students. 

4—Inquiry Concepts 
The boxes and menus containing the 

Key Concept, Related Concept and 

Global Contexts help guide your unit 

planning, and are utilized frequently 

throught the planner. 

 Two Related Concepts are applied to each unit.  

There are different Related Concepts for  different 

content areas. 

So, when you click in this box, first select your group 

from the drop-down menu.  Then, select two Related 

Concepts.  Remember that you will be  utilizing these 

in relation with the Key Concept. 

 Choose one Key Concept for each 

unit.  Key Concepts are broad ideas—

like “Identity” or “Logic” - that have 

relevance across many disciplines 

that help students investigate differ-

ent content areas . 

Completed Inquiry Concepts Section: 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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References: 

For help crafting the Statement in In-

quiry, ??????????????? 

5—Make a Statement 
The Concept Statement and the Statement 

of Inquiry utilize the Key Concept, Related 

Concept and Global Contexts .  Forming 

statements with these ideas help to clarify 

how they can be used to help shape in-

struction 
 When the Concept Statement box opens, above the text box you will see 

listed the Key Concept and the Related Concepts you selected earlier in the 

unit plan.  Use them to write a statement.  This statement should demonstrate 

 In the Statement of Inquiry area, you will add the Global Contexts, and the issues and ideas involved within that 

idea, to develop the inquiry plan you’ve already made with the Concept Statement. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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The Three Lines of Inquiry: 

1.Factual – A factual line of inquiry will help 

direct student learning in terms of factual con-

tent that will be taught and learned in the 

unit. 

2: Conceptual – A conceptual line of inquiry 

focuses on the ideas that will be shared in the 

unit. 

3: Debatable – The debatable line of inquiry 

will help to set up open-ended questions and 

discussions that can arise in the unit.  

Lines of Inquiry focus on student 

action—what will students be doing 

to help direct and discover their 

own learning?  The first selection 

box is a menu of actions.  Select 

the action that describes how stu-

dents will be learning. 

6—Lines of Inquiry 
The Lines of Inquiry help to determine 

tracks or paths through which teachers 

will  direct students to help them to de-

velop their understanding of content 

through concepts. 

 In the second section, use the 

Key Concept and Related 

Concepts to devise three ways 

(factual—content-related; con-

ceptual—ideas-focused; and 

debatable—analyzing perspec-

tives) to help guide students 

toward the ability to understand 

and utilize the concepts identi-

fied as important within the unit. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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Each of three Lines of Inquiry are each used to create three corre-

sponding Inquiry Questions.  Teachers can use these questions to 

further develop the unit concepts, and to give students (and them-

selves) a specific focus or method as to how to develop each line of 

inquiry. 

The Three Lines of Inquiry: 

The Factual Inquiry Question (from the Factual Line of Inquiry) will usually start 

with “What” and involve broader content information that can be looked up . 

The Conceptual Inquiry Question (from the Conceptual Line of Inquiry) will like-

ly begin with “How” or “Why” and will have multiple answers but should not 

lead students to an answer by the way the question is asked.  

The Debatable Inquiry Question (developed from the Debatable Line of Inquiry) 

may start with words such as “should, could, do” and sets up a debate/

discussion.   

7—Inquiry Questions 
The Lines of Inquiry are developed into 

Inquiry Questions, which are posed to 

help learners direct their thoughts in 

such a way as to develop an under-

standing of important concepts. 

 The pop-up box for each of the Inquiry Questions copies in the 

pertinent Line of Inquiry within the directions, which can then be 

used as a basis to form the Inquiry Question. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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When choosing standards, again there will be a 

drop-down box to choose the content area, and 

then specific standards to select. 

Standards can be selected from  multiple areas.  

There are Common Core Literacy Standards for 

all content areas.   

Note:  Objectives and Standards will move into 

the right-hand box and be recorded in the order 

in which they are selected, not necessarily the 

order in which they’re listed  

Common Core Literacy Standards 

There are reading and writing standards for all content areas, to ensure students are learning read-

ing strategies and writing styles that apply to different content areas, ie they will learn to read prima-

ry.source documents, and write up science labs. 

Common Core Learning Standards for ELA—Use in Language and Literature and Language Acquisition 

Reading in History—Use in Individuals & Societies Units 

Reading in Science and Technical Subjects—Use in all content areas but Language and Literature and 

Individuals and Societies and Language Acquisition 

Writing in History, Science and Technical Subjects—Use in all content areas except Language and Liter-

ature and Language Acquisition. 

8—Objectives and Standards 
The MYP and DP Objectives and the 

CCLS (including the literacy standards 

for the content areas) and NYS content 

area standards provide important struc-

ture to units, in identifying specific con-

tent and skills that will be taught and as-

sessed in the unit. 

 In the Objectives and Standards boxes, select the content/level 

that applies to the unit, then choose the. objectives that apply 

For objectives, units for grades 6-10 will use MYP standards.  All 

units for grade 11-12 courses, even if they’re not diploma classes, 

will use the DP objectives. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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Each Summative Assessment block consists of several sections. 

In the “Task” area there is a text box where teachers can write a description of the summative assessment task. 

Clicking “Standards and Objectives Assessed” opens a menu of the  objectives and standards chosen earlier, so that 

teachers can indicate which of those identified standards and objectives are being assessed within the unit 

Uploading to the Unit Plam 

Files of all different types can be uploaded 

(Word, PowerPoint, PDF, etc.).   

In the “Attachments” pop-up, teachers can 

browse to select file to attach (just like adding an 

attachment to an email, files can be uploaded 

from the desktop, an H: drive, cloud storage, etc. 

There is also the opportunity to title the assess-

ment.  Whatever is chosen in that box is how  the 

assessment link will appear on the planner.. 

9—Summative Assessments 
Summative Assessments should offer students the 

opportunity to demonstrate the learning that has been 

accomplished in the unit.  The learning goals have 

been set through the Concepts/Context selection, the 

Inquiry Questions, and the IB Objectives and CCLS/

NYS standards identified within the unit.  The Sum-

mative Assessment should measure whether these 

goals have been accomplished. 

The area to record the Summative Assessment, and the instructional tasks related to it, are added to 

the unit plan by clicking the “Add Summative Assessment” button beneath and to the left of the Objec-

tives/Standards boxes..  More than one Summative Assessment block can be added to each unit. 

In “Attachments” teachers can upload the summative assessment and associated files. 

 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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In the Relationship to In-

quiry area of the Summative 

Assessment block, teachers 

re-examine the Statement of 

Inquiry (which will appear in 

that pop-up box).  Taking that 

statement, they will show how 

the assessment allows stu-

dents to demonstrate what 

they’ve learned about the 

ideas identified in the State-

ment on Inquiry. 

Examining the Relationship to 

Inquiry 

By writing the Relationship to Inquiry 

statement, teachers are able to de-

termine whether an assessment is 

actually meeting the goals of the 

unit, as expressed. 

10—Relationship to Inquiry 
In this section, teachers show how the summative 

assessment helps to accomplish to conceptual goals 

set forth in the Statement of Inquiry, and identify the 

specific ideas (Key Concept, Related Concepts and 

Global Context) incorporated in that assessment. 

The Concepts Addressed 

area allows teachers to 

choose which of the four ide-

as (Key Concept, Related 

Concepts and Global Con-

text) are incorporated in the 

assessment. 

 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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In the Approaches to Learning—

Implicit Through Instruction 

area, teachers will select specific 

IB Objectives that were chosen as 

unit goals earlier in the planner.  

Then, they will indicate which ATL 

skills students have developed to 

accomplish that goal. 

Note that there different catego-

ries of ATL skills (Affective Skills, 

Communication, Reflection…).  

Select the category first, then 

choose specific skills. 

 

Approaches to Learning 

By writing the Relationship to Inquiry 

statement, teachers are able to de-

termine whether an assessment is 

actually meeting the goals of the 

unit, as expressed. 

11—Approaches to Learning 
ATL skills are skills students develop as they become 

better learners.  This section of the planner allows 

teachers to identify them as they relate to the sum-

mative assessment. 

Both of these sections allow teachers to identify 

Approaches to Learning students are demonstrat-

ing that they have learned in the unit.  The Ap-

proaches to Learning are specific skills that are 

not so much content-related, as related to the 

process of learning 

The Approaches to Learning—Individual Focus 

area is a place to select any important ATL skills 

utilized in the unit that aren’t specifically tied to an 

IB objective. 

 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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First, add a content box by clicking 

the “Add Content” button just below 

the “Action, Teaching….” title bar. 

Content 

Several content blocks can be add-

ed into each unit.  There is no set 

“rule” about how to break up con-

tent.  Teachers may choose to 

broaden or narrow their definition of 

a content piece as they work 

through the unit planner. 

12—Teaching and Learning 

Through Inquiry 
In this section of the planner, teachers work collabo-

ratively to develop common instructional strategies 

and techniques, and determine relevant formative 

assessments by which to measure learning and pro-

vide feedback throughout the unit. 

In the pop-up box, write a text 

description of the content 

piece. 

Once a content piece is added, click 

the button underneath the content 

back (“Add Strategy to the Contentt 

Above”) to generate an Instructional 

Strategies box. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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First, consider the ATL skills identified earlier in the plan-

ner.  What skills will students use to learn during this in-

structional period?  The Skill Indicators box contains the 

selected ATL skills, that teachers can identify 

Instructional Strategies 

As many Instructional Strategies 

boxes as desired can be added be-

neath each specified content piece. 

Just click the “Add Strategy…” but-

ton beneath the “Instructional Strate-

gies” box to add another block. 

13—Instructional Strategies 

Here, teachers can plan specific areas of focus, strat-

egies and techniques to use when providing instruc-

tion throughout the unit.  In this way, teachers can 

ensure that their practices are aligned with their stat-

ed unit goals. 

In the pop-up box, write a text 

description of the content 

piece. 

In Strategy Description, teachers 

can record specific instruction strate-

gies, techniques or practices for 

teaching the identified content.  The 

Attachments section allows them to 

attach presentations, notes, 

handouts or resources for teaching. 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan
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In the Formative Assessment area, teachers can first write a description of the 

assessment activity. 

In Question, they will identify which of the Lines of Inquiry/ Question concepts 

and inquiry types (factual, conceptual or debatable) aligns with the assessment. 

Formative Assessment 

Check out the Learning Protocols tab 

on the CPP Curriculum website 

(http://cppcurriculum.weebly.com) for 

ideas for instructional strategies and 

formative assessment techniques. 

14—Formative Assessments 

Here, teachers can plan specific areas of focus, strat-

egies and techniques to use when providing instruc-

tion throughout the unit.  In this way, teachers can 

ensure that their practices are aligned with their stat-

ed unit goals. 

In the pop-up box, write a text 

description of the content 

piece. 

Teachers can also attach assessments 

or assessment materials directly to the 

planner through the Attachments sec-

tion. 

The act of providing feedback to students is what 

separates a formative assessment from a simple 

activity.  A drop-down of feedback types in available 

in the Feedback box. 

A drop-down menu is also available in 

the Differentiation area, to allow teach-

ers to determine how they will differenti-

ate for different learning needs 

http://www.cppasd.com/unitplan

